SANTA BARBARA AIRPORT

Noise Advisory Program
PublicVue Orientation

July 10, 2019
What is PublicVue?

- Web-based noise complaint entry and flight tracking portal
- Follow, track, and review aircraft operations in the vicinity
- Directly input noise complaints
- Real time (with 10min security delay) and historical replay flight tracking options
PublicVue Features

- Public access to data accuracy, transparency, and consistency
- Flight following can display full flight path and route of flight in the vicinity of specific location
- Usable on smartphones, tablets, and computers
Select ‘Complaint’ to create an account or enter a noise complaint.
First time users must create an account.
New User Registration

Fill all required fields indicated by (*). Please double check for accuracy.
PublicVue Main Menu

Click ‘Submit New’ to enter a new noise complaint.
New Complaint Entry

Fill in all required fields indicated by (*) and insure accurate date and time of disturbance. Select SBA as ‘Complaint Airport’.
Click on **view** to review complaint data.
Terms and Conditions of Use

Web Site Terms and Conditions of Use

The following terms and conditions (the "Terms and Conditions") govern your use of PublicVue, and any content made available from or through this website, including any software made thereof ("PublicVue") or the "Web Site". PublicVue is made available by Harris Corporation ("Harris"), or "we" or "us". You may change the Terms and Conditions from time to time, at any time, we will post notice of the change on this Web Site.

BY USING THE WEB SITE YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS AS APPLIED TO YOUR USE OF PUBLICUE. If you do not agree to these Terms and Conditions, you may not access or otherwise use PublicVue.

PublicVue is made up of various web pages operated by Harris Corporation, 1200 Tourop Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92705. These Terms and Conditions of Use apply to PublicVue and do not apply to the content of third parties. You agree to indemnify the third party material within the PublicVue Site. The public Vue is offered by you voluntarily on your acceptance without modification of these terms, conditions, and notices. Your use of the Web Site constitutes your agreement to all such terms, conditions, and notices.

Limited License

You may use and access the content on the Web Site for your personal or other lawful use. You may not access or download the Website content on or through the Web Site, or any portion thereof, for any commercial use. We reserve all rights not expressly granted in the Website content. All materials on the Website are copyright protected by United States and international copyright laws. You are granted a limited license to access, view, and use the Web Site for your personal, non-commercial, entertainment purposes only, subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement.

Disclaimer of Warranties

THE WEB SITE, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ALL SERVICES, CONTENT, FUNCTIONS AND MATERIALS PROVIDED THROUGH THE WEB SITE, ARE PROVIDED "AS IS," "AS AVAILABLE," WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY FOR INFORMATION, DATA, DATA PROCESSING SERVICES, UTILITY OR UNINTERRUPTED ACCESS, ANY WARRANTIES CONCERNING THE AVAILABILITY, PLAYABILITY, DISPLAYABILITY, ACCURACY, PRECISION, CORRECTNESS, THROUGHPUT, COMPLETENESS, USEFULNESS, OR CONTENT OF INFORMATION, AND ANY WARRANTIES OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. WE HEREBY DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL SUCH WARRANTIES, EXPRESS AND IMPLIED. WE DO NOT WARRANT THAT THE WEB SITE OR THE SERVICES, CONTENT, FUNCTIONS OR MATERIALS PROVIDED THROUGH THE WEB SITE WILL BE TIMELY, SECURE, UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR FREE, OR THAT DEFECTS WILL BE CORRECTED. WE MAKE NO WARRANTY THAT THE WEB SITE OR THE PROVIDED SERVICES WILL MEET USER REQUIREMENTS, NO ADVICE, RESULTS OR INFORMATION, WHETHER ORAL OR WRITTEN, OBTAINED BY YOU FROM US OR THROUGH THE WEB SITE SHALL CREATE ANY WARRANTY NOT EXPRESSLY STATED IN THIS AGREEMENT. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOUR USE OF THE WEB SITE IS AT YOUR OWN RISK, AND YOU AGREE TO USE THE WEB SITE AT YOUR OWN RISK. WE ARE NOT LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, LOSS OF DATA, LOSS OF REVENUE OR PROFIT, LOSS OF USE OR OTHER DAMAGES OF ANY KIND OF ANY KIND, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF OR THE INABILITY TO USE THE WEB SITE, EVEN IF WE ARE ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

You agree to indemnify and hold us and our licensors, subsidiaries, suppliers and licensors harmless against any and all claims, damages, suits, costs, expenses or liabilities (including reasonable attorneys' fees) resulting from your use of the Web Site or your breach of any representation, warranty, covenant or agreement made by you herein.

Jurisdiction

These Terms and Conditions shall be governed by and construed under the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia, United States of America, notwithstanding any principles of conflicts of law. If any part of these Terms and Conditions is unlawful, void, or unenforceable, that part will be deemed severable and will not affect the validity and enforceability of any remaining provisions. Possible evidence of use of this site for illegal purposes will be provided to law enforcement authorities.

You agree that any legal action arising out of or relating to these Terms and Conditions must be filed in the state or federal courts in the Commonwealth of Virginia and you hereby consent and submit to the personal jurisdiction of such courts for the purposes any such legal action or proceeding.
Click on aircraft to select flight.
Select red exclamation (!) button to log complaint about selected flight.
Flight Tracking-Creating a Complaint

Complete all fields marked with (*).
Letters Issued to Flight Operator

Month 90, 2015

Attn: Chief Pilot or Fleet Manager

Thank you for flying into Santa Barbara Airport (SBA). I am writing in support of the SBA noise abatement program. We provide notification to aircraft operators when SBA has received noise complaints that correlate with flights operations that did not fly the SBA noise abatement procedure for Runway 25.

SBA maintains a FAA designated voluntary noise abatement procedure for Runway 25 (visual approach). This procedure requests that aircraft on approach to Runway 25 remain offshore until approximately two miles from the airport, intercept a specified route to final approach over the open space west of Mesa Video, and then avoid unnecessary residential areas. Flight is by the visual reference common to Hope Ranch and Mesa Verde. (See below for visual procedure).

The majority of flights are able to follow this procedure. However, on the date and time below we have record of a flight that did not fly this noise abatement procedure at 0900.

We wish to provide information to our voluntary noise abatement program participants who may be unaware of this procedure. We request that whatever safety permits, this procedure be followed.

Below you can find information regarding our voluntary noise abatement program.

Procedure for Runway 25 Visual Noise Abatement Approach:
http://www.santabarbara.gov/airport/airport_operations/25_VNA

Complete Information Regarding SBA’s Noise Abatement Program:
http://www.santabarbara.gov/government/airport/about/airport_noise_abatement

Thank you for your efforts distributing this information to pilots flying into SBA. We greatly appreciate your support.

Sincerely,

David Reed
Senior Airport Operations Manager
City of Santa Barbara, Airport
955-482-6600 | DReed@SantaBarbaraCA.gov
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